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The Settler Coloniality of Free Speech 

DA R C Y  LE I G H  

University of Sussex, UK 

Public and scholarly debates surrounding free speech often assume free 
speech is a public good and/or should be approached as a problem of 
“drawing the line” between free and regulated or benign and harmful 
speech. In contrast, this article provides a genealogy of free speech in 

which liberal freedom of expression has, since its inception, been inte- 
gral to white supremacist settler colonialism in the United Kingdom and 

its former settler colonies, the United States, Canada, Australia, and New 

Zealand. The article argues that, far from a noble struggle against regu- 
lation, liberal politics around free speech establish oppositions between 

white “civilized” speech and its Indigenized racially darkened “others”
as well as controlling or silencing Indigenous, Black and/or otherwise 
racially othered speech across the Anglosphere. The article first traces 
free speech through two significant moments in its emergence: early Euro- 
pean Enlightenment colonial expansion (embodied in John Locke’s “tol- 
eration”) and 1800s British colonial industrialization (embodied in John 

Stuart Mill’s “marketplace of ideas”). The article then examines how this 
genealogy informs the contemporary case study of contestation over free 
speech in universities, showing that engagements with free speech across 
the political spectrum extend its settler colonial rationality. 

Les débats publics et intellectuels autour de la liberté d’expression pré- 
supposent souvent que la liberté d’expression est un bien public et/ou 

devrait être approchée comme un problème consistant à « délimiter » pa- 
role libre et parole réglementée ou parole bénigne et parole nuisible. En 

revanche, cet article propose une généalogie de la liberté d’expression qui 
montre que la liberté d’expression libérale a, depuis son origine, consti- 
tué une partie intégrante du colonialisme de peuplement suprémaciste 
blanc au Royaume-Uni et dans ses anciennes colonies de peuplement, les 
États-Unis, le Canada, l’Australie et la Nouvelle-Zélande. Il soutient que, 
loin de constituer une noble lutte contre la réglementation, les politiques 
libérales autour de la liberté d’expression établissent des oppositions entre 
le discours blanc « civilisé » et ses « alternatives » caractérisées de raciale- 
ment autochtonisées tout en contrôlant ou réduisant au silence le discours 
des autochtones, des Noirs et/ou des personnes autrement racialement os- 
tracisées dans l’anglosphère. Cet article commence par retracer la liberté
d’expression à travers deux moments significatifs de son apparition: les 
débuts de l’expansion coloniale européenne au siècle des lumières (incar- 
nés par la « tolérance » de John Locke) et l’industrialisation coloniale bri- 
tannique au 19e siècle (incarnée par le « marché des idées » de John Stuart 
Mill). Il examine ensuite la manière dont cette généalogie éclaire l’étude 
de cas contemporaine de la contestation de la liberté d’expression dans 
les universités, en montrant que les engagements en faveur de la liberté
d’expression dans le spectre politique étendent sa rationalité coloniale. 

A menudo, los debates públicos y académicos en torno a la libertad de 
expresión parten de la base de que se trata de un bien público o de que 
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2 The Settler Coloniality of Free Speech 

debe abordarse como un problema de “delimitación” entre la expresión 

libre y la regulada, o entre la benigna y la perjudicial. Por el contrario, 
en este artículo se ofrece una genealogía de la libertad de expresión en 

la que esta ha sido, desde sus inicios, parte integrante del colonialismo 

de colonos supremacistas blancos en el Reino Unido y sus antiguas colo- 
nias de colonos, Estados Unidos, Canadá, Australia y Nueva Zelanda. En 

este artículo se sostiene que, lejos de ser una lucha noble contra la regu- 
lación, las políticas liberales en torno a la libertad de expresión establecen 

contraposiciones entre el discurso blanco “civilizado” y sus “otros” racial- 
mente indigenizados, así como el control o el silenciamiento del discurso 

indígena, negro o racialmente distinto en toda la anglosfera. En primer 
lugar, en el artículo se recorre la libertad de expresión a través de dos mo- 
mentos significativos de su aparición: la expansión colonial de la primera 
Ilustración europea (encarnada en la “tolerancia” de John Locke) y la in- 
dustrialización colonial británica del siglo XIX (encarnada en el “mercado 

de ideas” de John Stuart Mill). Posteriormente, en el artículo se examina 
cómo esta genealogía informa el estudio de caso contemporáneo de la 
contestación sobre la libertad de expresión en las universidades, y mues- 
tra que los compromisos con la libertad de expresión en todo el espectro 

político extienden su racionalidad colonial de colonos. 
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Introduction 

n 2018, I found myself sitting in an increasing number of university meetings re-
ated to free speech, called in response to a “free speech crisis” across the United
ingdom and its former settler colonies, the United States, Australia, Canada, and
ew Zealand ( Davies 2018 ). 1 Despite their articulation as urgent, new and/or ex-

eptional, such “crises” surrounding free speech are recurrent across time, espe-
ially in liberal institutions such as universities ( Smith 2020 ). In the iteration un-
olding in 2018, US antifascist activist Heather Heyer had been murdered by a
hite supremacist on the “free speech” speaking tour of another white supremacist,
ichard Spencer ( Moskowitz 2019 ). Across the Anglosphere, far right free speech
dvocates were being protested at universities, museums, libraries, and rallies
 Moskowitz 2019 ). Journalists across the Anglosphere were declaring “political cor-
ectness gone too far” and asking “where do we draw the line?” (e.g., Witherspoon
017 ). 
At my university, we had two of our own “free speech crises.” A mainstream UK

aper published a piece stating that right-wing students were victimized on our cam-
us ( Howard 2017 ), while a philosophy professor engaged in anti-trans activism
rew criticism from students, staff, and the public ( Peterson 2021 ). Both events gen-
rated national attention. Our vice chancellor sent an all-staff email stating his sup-
ort of “free speech” and all “minorities” on campus. He cited the university’s long
istory of including marginalized populations or minorities, suggesting we must
ow include right-wing and anti-trans activists. In 2021, as this “crisis” continued,

he vice chancellor sent another email condemning a student protest against the
hilosophy professor as a violation of her free speech, and echoing a recent UK
ourt case, argued that her views were protected by equalities legislation. Through-
ut, in our staff meetings, there was a broad consensus: we supported free speech,
ut “drew the line” at outright racism, transphobia, misogyny, and other harmful
orms of speech. Of course, we disagreed—sometimes forcefully—about where and
ow to draw this line. But by expressing our differences in these terms, we affirmed
1 
I use this list, “the Anglosphere” and “the United Kingdom and its former settler colonies” interchangeably in this 

rticle. My use of colonizers’ state names and the word “Anglosphere” emphasizes the roles of British colonialism – the 
ocus of this article – in the formation of these states. 
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that free speech was indeed a public good and should be approached as a problem
of line-drawing. 

I left these meetings dissatisfied and feeling what Linda Åhäll describes as “affec-
tive dissonance” ( Åhäll 2018 , 37; see also Ahmed 2017 , 22). Had we failed to apply
the—at this university broadly “critical”—social science perspectives we brought to
other liberal freedoms to the terms with which we had approached free speech?
I was further troubled that our vice chancellor felt he could, in the name of free
speech, redeploy our history of antifascist and queer activism to secure support
for right-wing and anti-trans activism and equate far right “minorities” with Black,
Asian, migrant, and other “minorities” of color. It seemed counterintuitive that the
language of free speech and equality could be used to condemn a small student
protest in support of trans rights. 

This article offers a genealogy of free speech as counternarrative to the assump-
tions that free speech is a public good and/or a matter of “line-drawing,” which, as
I describe below, also pervade the scholarship on free speech. In this genealogy, far
from a noble struggle against regulation, liberal politics around the freedom of free
speech have functioned to control or silence Indigenous, Black and/or otherwise
racially othered speech across the United Kingdom and its former settler colonies.
The genealogy reveals that the “line-drawing” framework is not simply a practical
legal or abstract analytic tool, external to the context to which it is applied, but is it-
self a product of (and productive of) free speech’s colonial history—enacting a line
between Indigenized and racially darkened politically illegitimate “savage” speech,
and whitened politically legitimate “civilized” speech. By applying this analysis to the
contemporary case study of contestation over free speech in universities, the article
shows that while early articulations of free speech were explicit about this colonial
agenda, more recent articulations have—via varied reiterations of liberalism, not
least the rhetoric of “equality” and “inclusion”—coded, made implicit, or otherwise
obscured the colonial rationality of free speech. This means, I argue, that those of
us concerned with resisting white supremacist colonialism should be wary of em-
bracing the line-drawing framework or assuming free speech is straightforwardly a
public good. 

The article proceeds in five sections. The first two sections are shorter, the first
identifying the assumptions made by free speech debates and the second bringing
in international political sociological and decolonial scholarship to set out an alter-
native genealogical framework. The third and fourth sections then set out two snap-
shots of the history of free speech: early Enlightenment “toleration,” articulated by
John Locke as part of settler colonial expansion, and the mid-1800s “marketplace of
ideas,” articulated by John Stuart Mill as part of colonial assimilation. Each snapshot
exposes the colonizing rationality and functions of free speech. The fifth section
traces the influence of colonial articulations of free of speech through contempo-
rary universities, demonstrating the varied ways in which free speech’s coloniality
manifests and is engaged or extended today. I conclude with recognition of the
centrality of free speech to colonial liberal state-building and vice versa, and with a
discussion of the implications of this entanglement for those of us concerned with
free speech and/or resisting white supremacy and colonialism. 

The Limits of Free Speech Debates: “Drawing the Line” in Theory and Practice 

Debates surrounding free speech are difficult to represent accurately because they
are themselves characterized by misrepresentations. This is especially true of media
representations of left-wing activists (who do not, despite claims, regularly advocate
censorship; Smith 2020 ), and libertarian free-speech “absolutism” (free speech is
never “absolute” in law; Barendt 2007 ). Debates surrounding free speech are also
vast and encompass many nuanced positions and topics, spanning the disciplines
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f law, philosophy, and politics ( Barendt 2007 ) as well as crossing academic, pub-
ic, institutional, and political boundaries. Yet, as this section describes, despite this
iversity and obfuscation, there is a remarkable convergence across free speech de-
ates: otherwise competing perspectives consistently frame free speech as a problem
f line-drawing and assume some degree of free speech is a public good. 
The fixation of free speech debates on the binary of free speech versus regulation,

o which this article offers an alternative, cannot be overstated. On one hand, free
peech advocates argue that freedom from regulation is part of the broader liberal
rojects of small government, the pursuit of knowledge, societal progress, public
ationality, and a diverse democratic society ( Barendt 2007 , 1–36). Some (often far
ight, libertarian, and/or conservative) free speech advocates oppose what they see
s a prevailing censorious and “coddled” left wing, youth, university, “snowflake,”
identity-politics,” “politically correct,” or “social justice warrior” culture (described
y Davies 2018 ; Leaker 2018 , 2020 ; Moskowitz 2019 ). These free speech advocates
re often invested in rationalism and the ontological claim that words are abstracted
rom the material conditions in which they take place (described by Cooper 2013 ).
ome acknowledge words can be harmful but, given the misguided and/or harmful
ature of state intervention, see them as better addressed by free expression and
counter speech” (here libertarians and conservatives are joined by moderates and
onstitutional lawyers; e.g., Cherminsky and Gillman 2018 ; Strossen 2018 ). 

On the other hand, many advocates for more regulation of “hate speech,” often
rom feminist or antiracist perspectives, make the ontological argument that speech
s not simply “rational debate” and separate from context but can have harmful
erformative, psychological, or ideological effects (e.g., MacKinnon 1996 ). Others
orking from an antiracist perspective focus instead on “how” rather than “where”

o draw the line and come to a different conclusion: some safer space activists oppose
he empowerment of a carceral state by hate-speech legislation, focusing instead on
lternative community responses to undesirable speech. 2 A rich tradition of schol-
rship on deliberative justice in the public sphere, which often advocates for regula-
ion to enable free expression , is more difficult to place in one category or another, but
onetheless holds freedom and regulation in (interactive) opposition, often while
sking how best to maximize free expression (e.g. Bangstad 2013 , 2014 ; Waldron
014 ). 
This summary of approaches to free speech is necessarily brief and simplistic but

llustrates the point that a wide array of analyses of free speech focus on “the line”
and are defined through their position on “the line”), take for granted that some
egree of free speech is a public good, and see regulation as a (sometimes neces-
ary or desirable or variably implementable) opposition to free speech. Thus, when
ric Barendt (2007 ) comes to write what is arguably the leading textbook on free

peech and a regular core text on law school curricula, he brackets the question of
hether free speech is a public good in just once sentence on the first page ( Barendt
007 , 1), thereafter taking for granted its status as a public good and problem of
ine-drawing, and naturalizing these assumptions across both academic and legal
ontexts. 

A small but growing body of literature, to which this article is indebted and con-
ributes, breaks from these assumptions and, taking a more sociological approach,
xamines the discursive politics of free speech debates. In two Guardian Long Read
ssays, Will Davies (2018) and Nesrine Malik (2019) point out that contemporary
ar right free speech advocacy is not convincingly “about” free speech—thanks to
echnology speech has never been freer—but that claims to victimhood of censor-
hip create a public platform that amplifies far right voices. Gavan Titley (2019 ,
020) and Anthony Leaker (2018 , 2020) further show how contemporary far right
2 
I emphasizes “some” because speech-oriented approaches to safer spaces (often found when safer spaces activism 

s refracted through liberal institutions) depart from the grassroots anti-racist, decolonial and anarchist origins of these 
actics. 
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free speech advocates use “just speech” and “right to offend” arguments to legit-
imize racism. Contributions to Free Speech Wars ( Riley 2021 ) similarly invite readers
to consider how contemporary discourse surrounding free speech can be mobilized
toward an array of political ends separate or counter to the stated aims of advocates
for both free speech and regulation. 

To some extent, this article affirms this literature by showing, through an ex-
tended historical study, how free speech has come to be an available and appeal-
ing vehicle for white supremacist activism. However, unlike this literature, the arti-
cle does not confine its claims to recent events or the far right. Such limits imply,
whether intentionally or not, that recent far right expressions of free speech may
be “free speech gone wrong” and separable from other more authentic versions of
free speech. Instead, this article argues that race has been integral to free speech
since its Enlightenment inception—and shows that this has implications for all con-
cerned with free speech across the political spectrum, not only the far right. That is,
there is no clear line between “bad” overtly racist free speech advocates and those
“good” declaredly anti-racist, left wing, or moderate ones. 

From Line-Drawing to Genealogy and Settler Coloniality: An International Political
Sociological Analytic Framework 

While the assumption that freedom of speech is a public good (however the line
is drawn) continues to dominate free speech debates, critiques of the colonial-
ity of other liberal freedoms abound. Such critiques—for example, of human
rights, citizenship, development, and peacebuilding—are articulated within inter-
national political sociology (e.g. Doty 2007 ; Chowdhury 2011 ; Rao 2014 ; Weber
2016 ; Sabaratnam 2017 ; Leigh and Weber 2018 ; Leigh, Richter-Montpetit, and We-
ber 2021 ), which draws on broader decolonial and Indigenous scholarship (e.g.,
Alfred 2005 ; Puar 2007 ; Povinelli 2011 ; Coulthard 2014 ; Simpson 2014 ). A key con-
tention of this article is that free speech belongs among, and must be understood
through, these established analyses of the coloniality of other liberal freedoms. In
this way, free speech belongs among the objects of international political sociology,
despite the absence of previous work on free speech in this field. Further, this article
deploys international political sociological scholarship, along with the decolonial
and Indigenous work it builds on, to fundamentally challenge the assumptions of
the interdisciplinary public and scholarly free speech debates. To do so, the article
approaches free speech from both genealogical and international perspectives, to
which I now turn. 

While some readers of International Political Sociology may associate genealogical
methods with Foucaultian scholarship (drawing on Foucault and Rabinow 1984 ;
Foucault 1991 ; e.g. Bartelson 1995 , 2001 ), the genealogical analysis deployed in
this article is practiced by and originates with a much broader range of scholars,
especially in Indigenous and decolonial scholarship (e.g., Alfred 2005 ; Povinelli
2011 ; Coulthard 2014 ; Simpson 2014 ; Lowe 2015 ). Like Foucaultian genealogists,
these scholars deploy historical methods to destabilize taken-for-granted “facts” in
the present. Unlike some Foucaultian scholarship, they are also clear about the roles
of settler and other colonialities in producing those “facts” and of those facts in
sustaining contemporary colonialities (for an analysis of the failure of Foucaultian
scholarship to address race, see: Howell and Richter-Montpetit 2019 ). 

From a genealogical historical perspective, the free speech debates are unsatisfac-
tory. Often, history is given only as context or introduction rather than analysis or
methodology (as in Williams 2016 , 25–55; Chemerinsky and Gillman 2018 ). More
substantial historical work on the history of free speech tends to project contem-
porary assumptions or “facts” about free speech back in time, examining histori-
cal cases for how they “draw the line” and/or assuming free speech is an unques-
tionable public good in opposition to “bad” regulatory forces (as in Rabban 1997 ;
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teele 1999 ). This creates a distorted view of the past, obscuring elements of free
peech that do not fit a liberal progress narrative, including where free speech is po-
entially harmful. In direct contrast to this “presentism” in which today’s naturalized
ramework is projected back in time, this article examines the historical production
f that framework. 
The genealogy offered by this article also contrasts with most free speech schol-

rship by taking a particular type of international lens—again common across
nternational political sociological, decolonial, and Indigenous scholarship—that
enaturalizes the state as the central unit of political analysis. More specifically,

his approach both decenters the state through a transnational analysis (revealing
lobal imperialism) and explores the (often-colonizing) effects of state formation,
tatecraft, and the dominance of state-centric narratives of politics. Most literature
n free speech is lacking from this perspective, viewing free speech predominantly
hrough domestic, comparative (e.g. Barendt 2007 ), interstate (e.g. Loveland,
998 ), or international legal lenses (e.g., Hare and Weinstein 2011 , 62–79). In
ontrast, the analysis below reveals both how free speech functions across states
s colonization and how free speech has been co-constituted with statehood in
ractice since the European Enlightenment—both of which are rendered invisible
hrough the domestic, comparative, interstate, and legal frameworks that dominate
ree speech scholarship (for an exploration of the coloniality of comparative
nalysis, see: Shilliam in Walker et al. 2018 ). 
International political sociologists (e.g. Rojas 2016 ; Ansems de Vries 2017 ; Tucker

018 ) have again followed decolonial and Indigenous (e.g. Alfred 2005 ; Beier 2005 ;
haw 2008 ; Povinelli 2011 ; Coulthard 2014 ; Simpson 2014 ; Todd 2014 ) scholarship
n showing that, central to the historical naturalization of statehood is the colo-
izing delineation of “the political,” a “public sphere,” and an ontology of social

ife (especially human–land relations). Colonialism regularly functions at the level
f ontology, by enabling and extinguishing the social worlds that are attendant to
articular ontologies in practice. Settler colonial orders further work to erase In-
igenous agency by defining political action and the public sphere within the terms
f the liberal state and threatening Indigenous politics with either assimilation or
rasure. Such ontologies of political and social life are not simply philosophical dis-
utes over accuracy but are established in practice, over time, and heterogeneously.
undamentally, they facilitate the occupation of Indigenous land, and the reorgani-
ation of human–land relations, by settler colonial states and societies. 

Yet, when ontology is addressed by free speech scholars, who regularly question
he nature of speech, harm, or action, it is often divorced from free speech’s ge-
ealogy and ontology’s practical roles in shaping public, political, and social life.
ne analysis, however, points to the significance of ontology for this article: Davina
ooper (2013) describes how free speech advocates see speech as “discrete units
f meaning [which] pass back and forth between fully intentional, fixed subjects
whose interests, concerns and agenda are clear and prior to any engagement)”. Al-
hough Cooper does not discuss settler colonialism, and is primarily concerned with
 philosophical assessment of this liberal narrative’s inaccuracy (Cooper views sub-
ects, interests, and speech as co-constituted), this article argues that the creation of
hese liberal terms for speech is a historical, political, and practical process, which

ust be situated within the settler colonial genealogy of free speech. 
In all these ways, the existing debates assume free speech is a public good and in

inary opposition to regulation, while decolonial scholarship highlights a need to
ituate free speech genealogically and within the politics of ontology. This means
pproaching the political theory in which free speech is articulated not as theory
s such but rather with a focus on what it does in social and historical context.
his historical approach is signaled in the text by my use of the situated past tense,

ather than the universalizing academic present tense to discuss historically signifi-
ant political theorists. The theorists I discuss—Locke and Mill—were government
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advisors, economic investors, and/or colonial officials themselves, with their work
taken up by preachers, politicians, judges, entrepreneurs, investors, constitution
drafters, slaveowners, traders, lawyers, farmers, activists, and teachers ( Zastoupil
1994 ; Arneil 1996 ). Locke’s work informed settler colonial expansion in the late
1700s, while Mill’s accelerated colonial assimilation in the mid-1800s. Both, as I
show below, continue to shape debates and practices surrounding free speech to-
day. 

Of course, these two historical snapshots or episodes do not constitute a whole or
singular history of free speech. Notably, given the overwhelming scholarly emphasis
on free speech as a public good, I focus exclusively on the harmful effects of free
speech politics. I also focus exclusively on the modern articulations of free speech
that emerge along with the liberal state and British settler colonialism. However, the
snapshots do call into question any assumption that free speech is always a public
good and/or a problem of line-drawing. They also demonstrate that free speech is,
at least sometimes, integral to white supremacist settler colonialism. 

Toleration in the European Enlightenment 

Like British settler colonialism and liberal state-building, modern free speech has
roots in the late-seventeenth and early eighteenth century European Enlighten-
ment ( Williams 2016 , 25–55). In this section, I argue that settler colonialism, state-
building, and free speech were co-constituted in this period. Each was driven and
legitimized by the emerging Enlightenment values of freedom and reason. Each ex-
tended and/or operated as a technology of the other. I make this argument through
a reading of John Locke’s work, which embodied and informed Enlightenment lib-
eral state formation, British colonial expansion, and free speech ( Locke 1660 , 1685 ;
Arneil 1996 ). Rather than an assessment of Locke’s political theory, this section
should be read as an account of Locke’s active role—via his case for the toleration
of diverse speech and his international political influence—in shaping settler colo-
nialization. 

Locke’s advocacy for “toleration” had two interconnected bases. He set these out
in Letters Concerning Toleration ( Locke 1685 ), which derived a case for toleration from
his theory of government in Second Treatise of Government ( Locke 1660 ). First, Locke
tied his case for toleration to the social contract. Prior to the European Enlighten-
ment, the role of the state had been assumed to include active indoctrination in
and regulation of religious and patriotic ideas. Religious and patriotic speech had
been enforced through education, the church, the arts, and, in the case of heretic
or treasonous speech, the criminal justice system. From the late-seventeenth cen-
tury, however, social contract theorists such as Locke began to question whether,
if the state was only legitimate as an exchange of one set of freedoms for the pro-
tection of another, speech could be legitimately regulated ( Locke 1660 , 1685 ). For
Locke, citizens gave up as much freedom as was required for the state to protect
“the civil interest,” defined as “life, liberty, health, and indolence of body; and the
possession of outward things, such as money, lands, houses, furniture, and the like,
but no more” ( Locke 1685 , 10). Locke saw this contract as divine (in part because
it was produced through rationalism, which, as I describe below, he also saw as di-
vine). State intervention into free expression was not required to protect the “civil
interest,” which was the only grounds for state intervention into any sphere of life
( Locke 1685 ). Thus, pre-Enlightenment intervention into speech was illegitimate
and a violation of the Christian God’s will. It should, Locke argued, be replaced
with toleration. 

Locke’s second rationale for advocating toleration was his commitment to ra-
tionalism. Reason was, according to Locke, divinely created, in the form of the
rational mind of “man” ( Locke 1685 ). Locke argued that correct religious or po-
litical orientations needed to be taught rationally, and arrived at through rational
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eliberation, rather than violently imposed ( Locke 1685 , 1689 ). This was one rea-
on why freedom of speech should be allowed: enforced religious expression was
ot authentic religious expression. Further, Locke’s own reason—and its product,
ocial contract theory, along with the attendant rationale for toleration—was itself
anctioned by the Christian God. These emerging Enlightenment articulations of
ationalism emphasized empiricism, objectivity and deliberation, all embodied in
n individual citizen subject ( Osborne 1998 , 20–24). Here is the historical emer-
ence of both the celebration of (a particular narrative of) reason and the liberal
ubject of free speech critiqued by Cooper (see the previous section). 

In Locke’s work, we see an early Enlightenment concern with “drawing the line.”
or Locke, liberal toleration ended where “civil society” ended ( Locke 1685 , 34).
oleration was not be extended to those who were outside of liberal society or to
opinions contrary to human society or to those moral rules which are necessary to
he preservation of civil society” ( Locke 1685 , 34). Catholics, for example, served
ual masters (i.e., the state monarch and the Pope) and so Catholic speech should
ot be tolerated by the state ( Locke 1685 , 36). Atheists followed no god and there-

ore had no principles. This meant atheists were irrational because rationality was
lose to godliness. As such, they should not be tolerated by the state. 

Locke’s main text on toleration, Four Letters Concerning Toleration , did not discuss
hether free speech should be extended to the Indigenous and enslaved people

n England’s settler colonies. Perhaps their exclusion seemed so obvious to Locke
hat it was not worth mentioning. However, he made it clear elsewhere in his work
hat Indigenous and enslaved people in England’s settler colonies were definitively
he outside or other to the (white, male, propertied, abled, and protestant) “civil”
r “human society” to which he granted liberal toleration ( Locke 1660 , 19; Arneil
996 ). Once again, rationality played a role here: Locke argued that Indigenous
ommunal, nomadic, and/or reciprocal relations to land were “irrational” and
herefore ungodly. This justified their exclusion from the social contract and from
tate protection of their property, along with European occupation of Indigenous
and ( Locke 1660 , 123, 188). Although Locke did not discuss Indigenous freedom
f speech specifically, by this logic Indigenous subjects were also excluded from
hat freedom. 

Overall, Locke’s argument might seem a somewhat weak negative defense of free
peech, especially compared to Mill’s subsequent account of free speech as the driv-
ng motor of societal progress. Locke’s and Mill’s differing influences are reflected
n the shorter length of this section compared to the next. These differing lengths
lso reflect the role of free speech in the work of each scholar and the societies that
hey shaped. For Locke, toleration was a necessary and foregone conclusion of the
ocially contracted state, while Enlightenment ideals of rationalism were just begin-
ing to undermine the hold of the Church on the public sphere. For Mill, writing

n a seemingly increasingly open society, free expression was central to the liberal
tate. Nonetheless, Locke’s work on toleration was significant because it established
eatures that have persisted across free speech debates since: it connected toleration
o the rationale for the liberal state from the historical inception of both and deter-

ined that regimes of speech—and as such political agency and access to the public
phere—should be organized along colonial or otherwise supremacist lines. I now
urn to examine how Locke’s toleration was taken up and rearticulated by Mill. 

Progress, Assimilation, and Stratification in the Marketplace of Ideas 

n the mid-1800s, liberal statehood was reformulated in response to slave re-
olts, industrialization, and settler colonies demanding or achieving independence.
ncreasingly, the rhetoric of benevolence and progress replaced that of overt
upremacy. The language and practices of progressive assimilation increasingly re-
laced straightforward exclusion for outsiders to the liberal state. In this section, fo-
using on John Stuart Mill, I locate free speech at the center of these developments
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in liberalism. A leading figure in developing progressive liberal and colonial state-
craft, Mill rearticulated free speech as not only an area of nonintervention by the
state but the positive motor of progress for liberal states and societies ( Mill and Eliza-
beth 1859 ). In this section, I show how, despite a shift in rhetoric to benevolence and
progress, Mill’s free speech repeated the colonizing line-drawing and functions of
Locke’s. Foreshadowing later developments in multicultural liberalism, I also show
how Mill’s freedom of speech was used to claim benevolent inclusion of previously
excluded groups while still working to control and limit that speech. 

On Liberty (1859) set out Mill’s theory of liberal statehood. The first chapter made
a case for “freedom of expression” (this language signaled a shift from Locke’s “tol-
eration”). Mill saw free speech as a vehicle for the discovery and dissemination of
truth, and truth in turn as the driver of societal progress ( Mill and Elizabeth 1859 ,
15–52). He argued that if ideas were allowed to be expressed, to clash, and to be
resolved, then speech would lead to truth: “it is only by the collision of adverse
opinions that the remained of the truth has any chance of being supplied” ( Mill
and Elizabeth 1859 , 50). Mill assumed that truth would always win in a debate, im-
plying some sort of “invisible hand” of truth was at work, driving societal progress.
Enlightenment rationalism would function as that invisible hand: single objective
truths could be established through deliberative “free and equal discussion” ( Mill
and Elizabeth 1859 , 9–10). Like Locke, Mill attached a kind of sacred good or tele-
ology to rationalism, assuming it would result not only in empirical truths but also in
“improved” morals and conditions for participants in rational discussion ( Mill and
Elizabeth 1859 , 9–10). As noted above, this case is often repeated by free speech
advocates today. 

Less often repeated is that several pages before the quotes above Mill provides
an explicitly racist and colonizing framework for his theory of free speech. Mill
was clear about where the line should be drawn and who should not be allowed
to speak freely: “this doctrine [liberty] is meant to apply only to human beings in
the maturity of their faculties” ( Mill and Elizabeth 1859 , 9–10). Those without the
“maturity of their faculties” included children “who are still in a state to require
being taken care of by others, must be protected against their own actions as well as
against external injury” ( Mill and Elizabeth 1859 , 9–10). Mill also argued that lib-
erty, including freedom of speech, should not be extended to Indigenous people,
who for Mill lacked “maturity of their faculties” in the same way as children: “…we
may leave out of consideration those backward states of society in which the race
itself may be considered as in its [infancy]” ( Mill and Elizabeth 1859 , 9–10 [gloss
of “nonage” added]). Mill argued that “those backward states of society” and their
speech could be justly constrained, for their own good, and because they were not
yet developed enough to engage in progressive rational discussion: “Despotism is a
legitimate mode of government in dealing with barbarians… Liberty, as a principle,
has no application to any state of things anterior to the time when mankind have be-
come capable of being improved by free and equal discussion” ( Mill and Elizabeth
1859 , 9–10). 

More than simply excluding Indigeneity from an established state and rational
free speech, Mill defines that state and speech against Indigenous peoples and
forms of life: “civilization” is “the direct converse… of barbarism… Whatever be
the characteristics of what we call savage life” ( Mill 1836 , 121). Like Locke, Mill
connected savagery to Indigenous ways of relation to land, which Mill also took as
an inability to collectively self-govern (i.e., belong to a state or state-oriented aspi-
rations; Mill 1836 , 120, 122). Here, in the opening of Mill’s definitive text on the
liberal state, built into Mill’s case for free speech, was a justification for coloniza-
tion: occupation of Indigenous land, exclusion from liberal statehood, dehumaniz-
ing views of Indigenous intelligence, and repression of Indigenous self-expression.
This colonial rationality delineated the marketplace of ideas. 

Unlike Locke, however, Mill was invested in the possibility and desirabil-
ity of movement from savagery to civilization—and from illegitimate speech to
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egitimately free speech. Mill was also working in an increasingly industrial capi-
alist context. Here, I discuss the violence of Mill’s “civilizing” assimilationism, its
mplications for political speech within the state, and the stratifying force of capi-
alism for freedoms of expression. Later, I argue that these elements of Mill’s work
refigured today’s more multiculturalist approaches to free speech. 
Differently colonized populations were, according to Mill, located at different

oints on the spectrum of uncivilized to civilized ( Mehta 1999 , 81). This allowed
im to argue for different types of colonial governance—different orientations to

iberty and despotism—across the British Empire. This governance often included
 plan to assimilate previously excluded populations into the liberal polity in the
ame of civilization. For Mill, intellectual assimilation into Western rationality, via
ducation, was the most important first step in civilizing uncivilized populations and
quipping them for the “free and equal” rational discussion he saw as essential to
ree speech. In his work for the East India Company from 1823 to 1858, for example,
here he was responsible for education policy, Mill led a movement to introduce

ndian elites to Western ideas so that they could participate in British administration
nd help educate the Indian masses in British ideas ( Zastoupil 1994 , 28–50). 

Mill’s “benevolent” differentiation of levels of civilization underpinned—and was
xtended through—subsequent assimilationist approaches to speech. For exam-
le, the Gradual Civilization Act (1857) in Canada granted citizenship to Indige-
ous men able to “speak, read and write either English or French readily and
ell” and who were “sufficiently advanced in the elementary branches of education
nd of good moral character” as well as ready to renounce the legal status of In-
ian. With the assistance of church authorities and staff, the Canadian, Australian,
ew Zealand and United States governments forcibly removed Indigenous children

rom their families, placing them in schools that “taught” them to be European and
peak English (or French), aiming to “kill the Indian in the child” ( Government of
anada 2008 ). This included banning Indigenous language and religion (i.e., In-
igenous freedom of expression). Expressing either incurred severe punishments

n schools where electrocution, sexual abuse, and murder were common practices
 Miller 2000 ). As Indigenous self-determination movements began to demand state
ecognition of Indigenous representatives by settler states, these schools also chan-
eled “appropriate” Indigenous people, who spoke English and the political lan-
uage of the state, into low-level political participation, such as local councils, in
ettler governments ( Henderson 2007 , 54). This meant some Indigenous people
ould speak within the liberal polity and have their speech protected, provided
hey spoke the languages of the liberal state and colonial education, and let go
f the legal claims to land that came with Indian status. These assimilation prac-
ices repeated Locke’s and Mill’s insistence that freedom of expression be granted
onditionally, coercively, and only to those who did not threaten, and spoke within,
he terms of liberal states—all of which entrenched “where to draw the line” as the
efining framework of free speech. 
This governance of speech in the name of freedom served colonial functions,

ot only neutralizing potential challenges from Indigenous, enslaved, and other
xcluded populations, but also creating necessary “junior partners” and workers
or colonizing and increasingly capitalist states. Some newly included citizens were
eeded to assist or legitimize colonial governance (as in Mill’s East India Company
ctivities noted above), yet, despite liberal claims to meritocracy, were forced to
emain “junior.” Others were needed to undertake wage labor in industrializing so-
ieties ( Lowe, 2015 , 46–71). Many Indigenous and formerly enslaved people, along
ith (often forced) migrants from colonies across the empire, were confined in
uch worse conditions than the—already bad—conditions of their white worker

ounterparts ( Lowe 2015 , 43–46). They often could not vote, access higher edu-
ation, or otherwise participate in the liberal public sphere. In these ways, Mill’s
iberal “progress” and/or access to the liberal state, including freedom of speech,
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were driven by the “progress” of white supremacist colonial states more broadly.
Inclusion was contingent on speech in the dominant language of the state and,
when granted, twinned with stratification. 

Overall, these two sections on early 1700s European Enlightenment and 1800s
progressive assimilationist liberalism show that free speech, and the line-drawing
approach to articulating free speech, has been entangled with settler colonial state
formation from the inception of both. Free speech has been a tool for, and ex-
tended the logics of, racial and other supremacies. Far from a struggle against reg-
ulation, Lockean and Millian free speech have been part of regimes of regulation:
excluding, assimilating, or stratifying Indigenous and Black speech, as part of set-
tler occupation, slavery, and racial capitalism. In the next section, I show how this
history continues in the present. 

The University: A Contemporary Free Speech Case Study 

In this section, I show how the snapshots of the colonial genealogy of free speech
described above inform free speech in the present. I do this by situating a case
study—conflict over free speech in universities—in relation to that history. Univer-
sities are among the many liberal and state institutions that have become sites of
“the free speech wars.” However, universities have come under particular scrutiny
in public debates, making contestation surrounding free speech today especially vis-
ible in and around higher education. While the colonial genealogy of free speech
explains its appeal to its many overt white supremacist advocates, this section fo-
cuses instead on one quasi-legitimate or quasi-respectable example and one center–
left orthodoxy. The first is a body of academic and public intellectual work, often
by university professors, calling for free speech in the unreconstructed language
of Locke and Mill (these professors denounce the far right while simultaneously
constructing, legitimizing, and promoting its intellectual architecture). The second
example is multicultural policy surrounding speech in in universities. In addition
to avoiding creating a “straw man,” this focus follows a genealogical methodolog-
ical rejection of linear histories, showing instead how the history described above
produces a contemporary terrain of free speech, which is navigable in varied ways.
At the same time, the section also shows that the history of free speech offered
above can be deployed to reveal hidden dynamics of diverse free speech contexts
and to show the persistence of free speech’s settler colonial legacy. In each case, I
argue that the white supremacist colonial functions of free speech outlined above
continue in the present, even or especially amid claims to reject white supremacy. 

Enlightenment free speech, unreconstructed 

A small number of university professors have become central to free-speech strug-
gles on university campuses. Unlike some overt fascists, these professors claim main-
stream legitimacy in that they hold positions in prestigious institutions, publish
peer-reviewed scholarship with established publishers, and denounce the far right.
Yet, they are regularly opposed by student, left-wing, and antifascist protestors, who
see them as producing scholarship that affirms core facts of far right ideology
and/or is regularly used by the far right. In response, these public intellectuals
pronounce free speech as under threat from “coddled,” oversensitive, “snowflake,”
and censorious students and universities ( Leaker 2018 ). They then double-down
on their calls for greater freedom of speech, often drawing directly on Locke and
Mill and, I argue here, ultimately reproducing Locke’s and Mill’s commitments to
colonialism. 

Stephen Pinker’s (2014) address to members of the Foundation for Individual
Rights in Education (FIRE) embodied this direct translation of Locke and Mill into
contemporary free speech politics. FIRE is an influential free-speech advocacy and
legal organization, working in US universities and shaping speech-related university
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olicy as well as court decisions related to speech in universities. Pinker is a profes-
or at Harvard University and is published by Penguin Books. That is, both FIRE and
inker have some degree of “mainstream” influence and legitimacy. In his address,
inker made a “marketplace of ideas” argument: “free speech is the only way to
cquire knowledge about the world” through “conjecture and refutation” ( Pinker
014 ). He stated that this pursuit of knowledge through the marketplace of ideas—
he primary role of universities in his view—was the driver of civilizational progress
nd “central to the development of humanity” ( Pinker 2014 ). 

Pinker went further, referencing physicist David Deutsch, linking free speech with
ntelligence and humanity: 

…it may be central to the development of knowledge in any intelligent species…. There is only 
one form of intelligence… and modern humans have it: a combination of the ability to conjecture 
hypotheses, which is part of our evolved cognitive makeup, and the willingness to let the world 
refute them, which is an accomplishment of the scientific revolution and the Enlightenment. 
(Pinker 2014) 

ere, the implication of Pinker’s speech was not only that other forms of knowl-
dge or communication are illegitimate but also that they are outside the human
nd human progress. Pinker repeated Locke’s version of the human as defined by
 rational mind, which Locke saw as divine and equated with whiteness, Protes-
antism, patriotism, maleness, and property ownership. Pinker also evoked the ex-
ct liberal rationality of knowledge and speech, along with singular narratives of
ntelligence, knowledge, and progress, which Locke and Mill deployed to the ends
f white supremacist settler colonialism. Although Pinker did not mention Mill or
ocke explicitly in this speech, as a professor with an interest in the European En-

ightenment and classical liberalism, it seems likely he was aware of his implicit
eference. In this way, contemporary Enlightenment liberals repeat classical liberal
rguments, including their colonizing rationalities, without addressing their colo-
ial functions. 
Scholars such as Pinker also continue to “draw the line” in racialized colonizing

ays. For them, free speech should not be granted to those who are not recog-
ized as “rational.” Pinker was speaking in the United States where, as in Canada,
ustralia, and New Zealand, Indigenous activists are putting traditional Indigenous
nowledge on the agenda at most universities (e.g., Smith 1999 ; Alfred 2005 ). In
his context, although Pinker did not name Indigeneity in his talk, it is difficult not
o hear it as he argues “all of our traditional sources of belief are in fact genera-
ors of error and should be dismissed as sources of knowledge” ( Pinker 2014 ). One
eading of his argument is that Indigenous speech has no place in universities. This
ould be extended to racially othered groups whose traditions are marked as dis-
inct from the traditions of white Protestantism entrenched in liberal states—not
east Muslims, whose speech is also increasingly constrained in universities (e.g., in
he United Kingdom, through terrorism-prevention strategies; see Ali 2020 ). The
emand here is, echoing Mill and Canada’s Civilization Act, that Indigenized and
acially figured others speak in the white liberal terms of the university, or not at all.

Free speech should also, according to scholars such as Pinker, be denied to those
ho do not participate in deliberative debate. When left-wing or student activists
espond to debate with pickets, yelling, banners or placing their bodies in incon-
enient places, they are called “mobs” (e.g., Goodwin, 2019 ) and accused of cen-
oriousness. Yet, these professors are anything but censored. In addition to being
rofessors, they are international speakers and national journalists as well as liv-

ng in the digital age (as observed by Davies 2018 ). What, then, is their investment
n and/or the effects of their claims? As Locke did for Catholics, Enlightenment
evivalist professors figure left-wing and student activists, many of whom are Indige-
ous or Black (or queer or trans), as uncivilized, dehumanized, and evocative of
savagery.” On this basis, they demand and extend colonial regimes of speech. 
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In all these ways, while professors such as Pinker advocating free speech in univer-
sities may claim to reject the overtly fascist activists who join them in their calls for
greater freedom of speech, this rejection itself functions to create legitimacy for the
development of a colonial intellectual apparatus, which ultimately also underpins
overt white supremacist activism. 

Left-wing multiculturalism: Liberal regulation perpetuates the colonial governance of speech 

Perhaps it is unsurprising that right-wing and libertarian activists are drawing di-
rectly on the historical entanglement of colonialism and free speech. However,
colonization is also woven through center–left and multiculturalist politics around
speech in universities, including those accused by the right of stifling free speech.
Since the late-twentieth century, universities in liberal states have, like those states
themselves, been reorganized around pluralist and multiculturalist forms of liberal-
ism. As Elizabeth Povinelli (2011) describes, while multiculturalism in general has
been driven by and included some “wins” for liberation struggles, it has, at the same
time, functioned as a politically neutralizing response to those struggles that ulti-
mately protect the colonial logics of liberalism. The governance of speech has been
central to this reformulation of liberalism in states and universities. This section fo-
cusses on Charles Taylor, whose work on multiculturalism was especially influential
in shaping Canadian policy. 

Taylor (1994) summarized the multiculturalist approach in the Politics of Recog-
nition : formal assimilation did not embody the triumph of Western progress in a
marketplace of ideas, but the illiberal suppression of Indigenous freedom of expres-
sion, and misrecognition of Indigenous speech as irrational and uncivilized ( Taylor
1994 , 26). This violation of liberty had to be corrected through state intervention
into the marketplace of ideas, to properly value and enable more-diverse cultural
expression. Thus, “non-white” and other forms of knowledge and communication
must be “recognized” to right this illiberal wrong ( Taylor 1994 ). This argument led
to the sorts of inclusive university practices that the right often objects to so strongly:
policies, such as Affirmative Action that diversify recruitment of staff and students,
and pluralist curriculums, which go beyond (or challenge) the centrality of “dead
white men,” are increasingly the norm across the Anglosphere. 

To reiterate, to some degree these developments respond to the needs and de-
mands of marginalized groups and are often articulated or deployed in conjunc-
tion with critiques of liberal institutions. However, multicultural approaches to
speech in universities have also functioned similarly to Mill’s assimilationism. As
Glen Coulthard (2014) describes in an analysis of Taylor’s multiculturalism, newly
“included” groups have had to constitute themselves in the terms of liberal insti-
tutions, or be reconstituted/redefined by those institutions, in order to have their
speech recognized and included. Taylor lists Indigenous people as one of several
“culturally distinct” groups with “identities” whose speech should be included and
protected within the liberal polity ( Taylor 1994 ). In institutional logics, Indigeneity
or Blackness, understood as “culture” and “identity,” can be embodied by adding on
new degrees, research centers, reading lists, and individuals to the existing liberal
institution of the universities (again, all are regulatory interventions into the free
speech opposed by right-wing free speech advocates). Even as participants and advo-
cates in these initiatives may imagine them more expansively as challenging liberal
institutions, or appropriate their resources to other ends, universities still deploy
multicultural narratives to reduce potential challenges to neutralized “inclusion.”

Yet what if, as Indigenous and decolonial scholars argue, Indigeneity is in fact
defined by a reciprocal relationship to land ( Alfred 2005 ; Coulthard 2014 ) as well
as a particular ontology of social life ( Povinelli 2011 ; Todd 2016 )? These may be
incommensurable with, unintelligible to, or directly undermining of universities.
Similarly, if colonialism is understood not as a problem of who gets to speak in
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niversities ( Wolfe 2006 ) but of structural occupation, how can this be fully ad-
ressed with affirmative action speech policies? In this way, left-wing multicultural

nterventions into the “marketplace of ideas” may ultimately protect the broader lib-
ralism of universities and with it the colonialism of liberal approaches to speech.
he multiculturalist framing of “intervention” reproduces the line-drawing ap-
roach to free speech. By claiming to address colonial violence, these interventions

nto the governance of speech obscure and legitimize the continuation of that vio-
ence, potentially requiring yet more assimilation. 

In the same way as newly integrated Indigenous and Black people in the mid-
800s were racially stratified when it came to liberal citizenship, so too newly in-
luded Indigenous and Black speech has remained stratified in universities. This
ccurs, for instance, when Indigenous knowledge is deployed more often in less
restigious disciplines in the arts or social sciences, and less often in more presti-
ious disciplines such as physics, mathematics or neuroscience (or towards the abo-
ition of academic disciplines altogether). Similarly, higher education can concen-
rate racially marginalized students in less-prestigious or less-powerful disciplines
r in vocational rather than intellectual programs. This stratification in universities
ranslates into stratified qualifications and therefore participation in public spheres
cross the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. 
Left-wing multiculturalism in universities has required a rearticulation of other-

ess to freedom of speech, that is, where it “draws the line.” Here, I take the op-
ortunity to point to two newly emerged Indigenized and racially figured “others”
n this multicultural terrain. First, in the United Kingdom, the Prevent strategy has

mplicitly coded Muslims as the other whose speech must be constrained in univer-
ities. However, this is done in the name of “safeguarding” “vulnerable” individuals
rom radicalization, that is, coded language of a supposedly benign liberalism. Here,

uslims are both infantilized (reminiscent of Mill’s denial of free speech to those
n their “nonage”) and posed as a threat to liberal order. As Nadia Ali describes,
revent’s coded focus on Muslin speech racially borders white Britishness and cre-
tes a racially othered Muslim outside ( Ali 2020 ). Second, in the United States,
niversity faculty and student activists are denounced and sometimes penalized for
xpressing opposition to Israeli apartheid and supporting Palestinian resistance to
ccupation. Participants in the boycott of Israeli scholarship and universities are
ccused of being “anti free speech” (e.g., by Ben-Atar and Pessin 2018 ) and are pe-
alized by universities (in fact, efforts to ban the boycott in law are underway among

egislators in the United States and United Kingdom) ( Beauchamp 2019 ; Mueller,
019 ). Again, this occurs in the language of well-meaning liberalism as a defense
gainst antisemitism. Although both cases are slightly outside the remit of this arti-
le’s focus on settler colonialism in the Anglosphere, I include them here because
hey illustrate the ways in which white supremacist and colonizing functions of free
peech extend to protect other settler occupations as well as in the context of other
postcolonial and migrant) legacies of the British Empire. Both also point to con-
emporary permutations of free speech’s racially figured Indigenous other, and in
he liberal governance of speech. 

In this light, despite the criticism of universities’ multicultural orthodoxy by the
ar right and conservatives, multiculturalist claims to promote previously marginal-
zed speech also extend the white supremacist colonial regimes of speech. This
xplains one of the more-surprising turns in contemporary free speech politics:
hose instances where, alongside condemning universities’ multiculturalism, the far
ight also mobilizes multicultural arguments by claiming right-wing students are
n oppressed minority in need of recognition. Situating multiculturalist theories
f speech in the context of a colonial heritage shows why far right multicultur-
list arguments are possible: multiculturalism is not only empty rhetoric available
or deployment to far right ends but in its formulation of freedom of speech may
dvance white supremacist colonialism. This also makes sense of how a university
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vice chancellor is able to deploy a history of left-wing “inclusion” and “equality” to
support right-wing minorities: when it comes to freedom of speech, “inclusion” and
“equality” as articulated in contemporary universities are not incompatible with and
may in fact support far right politics, despite noisy far right opposition to multicul-
turalist policies. 

Conclusion 

The genealogy and case study above show that, since its European Enlightenment
inception, free speech has been a site of white supremacist settler colonialism. Ra-
tionalities and practices of dehumanization, assimilation, and stratification repeat
across the history of free speech. Some elements of this history, particularly the val-
ues of rationality and progress, remain foregrounded explicitly in free speech ad-
vocacy today. Others, such as the racially darkened, Indigenized, and dehumanized
“other,” have become implicit, coded, and obscured by permutations of liberalism
over time. 

This explains why contemporary neofascists and some conservative groups, who
might otherwise reject or be opposed to liberalism, are mobilizing the language
of liberalism when it comes to free speech. Liberal accounts of free speech are,
in the instances examined here, aligned with fascist goals and protect the neo-
colonial status quo of states across the Anglosphere. The gap between far right
absolutist rhetoric and the more moderate legal reality of free speech is also ex-
plained. Free speech is about much more than freedom, speech, or the right to
free speech: it is also a site from which relations of race, Indigeneity, statehood,
and white supremacist colonial power are extended. Far from a struggle of freedom
against regulation, free speech advocacy has been central to regimes of regulation. 

This account calls into question the methodological norms of abstraction,
progress narratives, and/or ahistoricism in the interdisciplinary free-speech liter-
ature. A genealogical methodological approach brings colonialism into view as a
constitutive dimension of free speech. More research situating free speech within
broader regimes of power is necessary. While I focus on the harmful effects of
free-speech traditions in response to the overwhelming scholarly emphasis on free
speech as a liberal public good, such research might connect decolonial, Indige-
nous, migrant, and Black articulations of free speech with those examined here.
Given the twinning of anti-trans and fascist activism by contemporary free speech
advocates, and the inseparability of gender, sexuality and colonialism, further re-
search might also trace the entanglement colonialism with gender and sexuality in
free speech’s history. 

Finally, this article calls into question the line-drawing framework for free speech.
Free speech is not a neutral instrumental tool or objective analysis. It is deeply
embedded in colonializing liberal state formation in the United Kingdom, United
States, Australia, Canada, and New Zealand. The practice of line-drawing emerged
historically as part of the colonial project, as the line between Locke’s “human soci-
ety” and its others. The university case study shows that contemporary approaches
to line-drawing, regardless of their location on the political spectrum, can repeat
the colonizing logics of this early articulation of free speech. To the colleagues in
my staff meetings, I would caution: by claiming to “draw a line” at harmful white
supremacist colonial speech, those of us seeking to resist white supremacist colonial-
ism may be complicit in perpetuating it. There may be no clear line between “good”
declaredly anti-racist, moderate, or left wing and “bad” explicitly white supremacist
versions of free speech. 
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